EURO BUGGY

STOP
If you experience any difficulty with the use of our product or have a question
regarding these instructions, please contact our Customer Service Department at
(800) 328-7363 between the hours of 8:00 am and 4:30 pm Pacific Coast Time or
visit us online at www.babytrend.com. Please do not return to the store as once it
is returned it cannot be resold and the materials and energy used to make it are
wasted.
To contact us:
Baby Trend, Inc.
1567 S. Campus Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761

Parts Hotline:
(800) 328-7363
8:00 am and 4:30 pm Pacific Coast Time
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WARNING: Please follow all of these

instructions to ensure the safety of your
children. Keep these instructions for future
reference.

WARNING: Failure to follow these

instructions could result in serious injury or
death. Avoid serious injury from falling or
sliding out. Always use the infant car seat
harness and insure that the child and infant
car seat are properly positioned according to
these instructions.

WARNING: Never leave child unattended.
WARNING: Care must be taken when

folding and unfolding the product to prevent
ﬁnger entrapment.
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CAUTION:
•It may be dangerous to leave a child unattended.
•Check that all the fastening devices fit together before using them.
•Accessories that have not been approved by the manufacturer should not
be used.
•Any load attached to the handlebars will affect the stability of the
stroller.
•Do not use the crotch strap without the waist belt.
•Check that the fastening systems of the carrycot and stroller are in place
before using them.
•This stroller may only be used by a child.
•This stroller is not designed to go down stairs or cross areas with
obstacles that might upset its stability, so we advise you to take the baby
out of the chair for such operations.

• Purses, shopping bags, parcels, diaper bags or accessory items may change
the balance of the stroller and cause hazardous unstable conditions.
• The maximum weight that can be carried in the basket is 5 lbs. The
maximum weight for the parent tray is 3 lbs.
• Be certain the stroller is fully erect and latched in the open position before
allowing the child near the stroller.
• Excessive weight may cause a hazardous unstable condition to exist.
• Use of the stroller with a child weighing more than 45 pounds will cause
excessive wear and stress on the stroller and may cause a hazardous
unstable condition to exist.
• DO NOT use the stroller on stairways or escalators.
• Never allow your stroller to be used as a toy.
• To clean use only mild household soap or detergent and warm water on a
sponge or clean cloth.
• Check your stroller for loose screws, worn parts, torn material or stitching
on a regular basis. Replace or repair parts as needed.
• Discontinue use of stroller should it malfunction or become damaged.
Please contact our customer service Parts Hotline to arrange for repair or
obtain replacement parts.

Please: If you experience any difﬁculty with the use of our product or
have a question regarding these instructions, please contact our Customer
Service Department at (800) 328-7363 between the hours of 8:00 and 4:30
Paciﬁc Coast Time or visit us online at www.babytrend.com. Please do not
return the product to the store as once it is returned it cannot be re-sold
and the materials and energy used to make it are wasted.
IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY DIFFICULTY IN USING THIS PRODUCT,
PLEASE CONTACT OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT AT
800.328.7363 BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 8:00AM AND 4:30PM (PST)
FOR ASSISTANCE.
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To Contact us:
Baby Trend, Inc.
1567 S. Campus Ave.
Ontario, CA 91761

Parts Hotline:
(800) 328-7363
8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. (PST)
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THE 5-POINT HARNESS
The shoulder straps of the 5-point harness have 3 attachment
positions. See figure 1. To access the end of the shoulder straps,
unzip the back pocket zipper and another inside zipper. See figure 2.
Reach inside and feed the buckle through the backing and the vinyl
loop. Select the loop position that places the shoulder strap level
with, or below the top of the child’s shoulder and feed the shoulder
harness under the correct loop. See figure 3
Carefully place the child in the stroller seat and bring the
safety harness around the child’s waist and over the
shoulders. Place the crotch strap between the child’s legs.
Insert the male end of each shoulder/waist belt into the
buckle on the crotch strap. Tighten the harness to be snug
around the child’s waist and over the child’s shoulders.
Please see figure 4.
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3a

3b

To release, apply pressure to both sides of each male clip
until the clip is released. See figure 5. This process
requires a moderate amount of effort so as to prevent an
accidental release by your child.

Figure 1

Back Pocket

Figure 2

Figure 3

Shoulder Strap

WARNING: Avoid

serious injury from falling or
sliding out. Always use the
safety harness.
4a

4b

Squeeze

Adjust for a
snug fit

Crotch Strap

Figure 4

STRANGULATION
HAZARD: Child can

strangle in loose straps. Never
leave child in seat when straps
are loose or undone.
4

Waist
Strap

Figure 5
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1

TO UNFOLD THE CHASSIS
Lift the safety lock in the center / right of the two cross tubes. (1a)
Raise the handlebar until you hear the final safety click. The chassis is now completely unfolded
and fixed in place. (1b)
Release the lock located on the left of the handlebar to position it at the right height. Every
time you raise or lower it, you should hear the locking click for each position. (1c)
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TO FOLD THE CHASSIS
Press the button located above the folding mechanism in the center of the handlebar. Press the
trigger located below the folding mechanism in the center of the handlebar. Raise the trigger
located on the tube to your left to allow you to move the whole handlebar downwards.
Push the handlebar firmly downwards until you hear the sound at the end of its run to unlock
the safety lock located inside the bottom tube.
Keep pushing the handlebar downwards until it is completely folded.
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POSITIONING AND REMOVING THE FRONT WHEELS
To position them, line up the stud on the wheel block with the hole in the axle. Insert one into
the other until you hear the final fastening click. (3a)
To remove them, press the tab that is inside the axle block and pull on it. (3b)
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POSITIONING AND REMOVING THE REAR WHEELS
To position them, line up the metal lug incorporated on the wheel with the hole in the axle.
Press until you hear the fastening click. (4a)
To remove them, press the inner button and pull it out. (4b)
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POSITIONING THE SEAT/CHAIR OR INFANT CAR SEAT
MANY OF THESE ACCESSORIES ARE REVERSIBLE, I.E. THEY CAN BE POSITIONED
FACING FORWARDS OR BACKWARDS.
Once the chassis is completely open and fixed in place, you can then add on the accessory you
want. You will see that the round central mechanism on the top has a guide with a central hole
where all of the above accessories fit.
Hold the Seat/Chair by the center of the handle of the hood and enter the end of it into the
central guide directly without the car seat bar and gently press down until you hear the final
safety click. It is now completely fixed in place and secure. (5a/ 5abis)
To fix in place an infant car seat, you must first position the car seat bar, following these
steps as those to position the seat.

WARNING: Please follow the steps to

attach the car set onto the stroller. always make
sure the car seat is fully engaged and locked
onto the bar before moving the stroller.
It is mandatory to fasten the
safety harness on the car seat to
avoid any serious injury.
This car seat bar can be fit into
most major brands of car seats
which have the function to adapt
onto a shopping cart.
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1.) Place car seat bar onto both side, and press down until you hear the click, pull up the bar
to ensure it is fully engaged. (5b)
2.) Place the infant car seat onto the bar. Make sure the latch is fully clicked on and engaged.
Note: Some brands of infant car seats will lock onto the front bar, and other may simply
rest on top of the bar. (5c)
3.) Strap the safety harness over the infant car seat and connect buckles together. Tighten the
harness so the car seat is snug and can’t move. (5d)
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6

RELEASING THE SEAT/CHAIR
To release the Seat/Chair, press the button underneath the central part of the handle and pull
the whole unit upwards. (6a)
To release the infant car seat, unlock it from the bar and pull the whole unit upwards.
(On how to unlock the car seat, please refer to your infant car seat instruction manual)
To remove the car seat bar, press the red button on both sides and pull it upwards. (6b)
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POSITIONING OR REMOVING THE FRONT PROTECTOR
When you use your unit as a Seat/Chair, you can equip it with the front protector included with
it. To fix it in place, enter the final tab in the corresponding housing. To remove it, press the
button and pull the protector out.
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RECLINING THE SEAT/CHAIR BACKREST
Raise the lever located just behind the top of the seat to release it. Holding the lever up, position
the backrest in the desired position. When you have done this, release the lever until you hear
the fastening click.
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FOOTREST POSITIONS
To both raise and lower it, press both side buttons at the same time and position it at the
desired height.
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TO KEEP IT BRAKED
Press the lever located in the centre of the rear axle as far as it will go. (10a)
To release it, raise this lever. (10b)

WARNING: Failure to follow these car seat

attachment instructions could result in serious
injury or death.
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9

10 a

10 b

WARNING: The upright position should be

used only for a child that is at least 6 months old.

WARNING: Always set brakes when the

stroller is not being pushed so that the stroller
will not roll away. Never leave stroller
unattended on a hill or incline as the stroller my
slide down the hill.
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